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Exhibiting behavioral plasticity in order to mount appropriate responses to dynamic and novel social environments is crucial to the survival of all animals. Thus, how animals regulate ﬂexibility in the timing, duration, and
intensity of speciﬁc behaviors is of great interest to biologists. In this review, we discuss how animals rapidly
respond to social challenges, with a particular focus on aggression. We utilize a conceptual framework to understand the neural mechanisms of aggression that is grounded in Wingﬁeld and colleagues' Challenge
Hypothesis, which has profoundly inﬂuenced how scientists think about aggression and the mechanisms that
allow animals to exhibit ﬂexible responses to social instability. Because aggressive behavior is rooted in social
interactions, we propose that mechanisms modulating prosocial behavior may be intricately tied to mechanisms
of aggression. Therefore, in order to better understand how aggressive behavior is mediated, we draw on perspectives from social neuroscience and discuss how social context, species-typical behavioral phenotype, and
neural systems commonly studied in relation to prosocial behavior (i.e., neuropeptides) contribute to organizing
rapid responses to social challenges. Because complex behaviors are not the result of one mechanism or a single
neural system, we consider how multiple neural systems important for prosocial and aggressive behavior (i.e.,
neuropeptides and neurosteroids) interact in the brain to produce behavior in a rapid, context-appropriate
manner. Applying a systems neuroscience perspective and seeking to understand how multiple systems functionally integrate to rapidly modulate behavior holds great promise for expanding our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying social behavioral plasticity.

1. Introduction
To successfully navigate variable environments, animals dynamically regulate a variety of biological responses. These responses are
often rapid and involve multiple levels of biological organization, including gene expression, protein synthesis, and behavior. Animal behavior is remarkably sensitive to variation in biotic and abiotic environmental conditions. Neural and endocrine systems mediate
behavioral ﬂexibility by transducing environmental information and by
coordinating integrated, and often adaptive, behavioral responses
(Snell-Rood, 2013; Hau and Goymann, 2015). For example, the activity
of many endocrine axes (e.g. the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal, HPG,
axis) are regulated by the social context, and the hormones regulated by
these axes (e.g. gonadal steroids) in turn modulate context-appropriate
social and sexual behaviors (Oliveira, 2004).
A fundamental question in behavioral neuroscience concerns the
causes and consequences of variation in behavior among individuals,
species, and contexts. While the proximate mechanisms that promote
context-speciﬁc behavior are not entirely clear, ﬂexibility in the timing,
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duration, and intensity of particular behaviors allows animals to succeed in dynamic and novel environments (Dingemanse and Wolf, 2013;
Hau and Goymann, 2015).
In this review, we focus on aggression, discussing sources of behavioral variation and a few of the neural systems that contribute to its
modulation. While certain aspects of aggression diﬀer between species,
there are broad similarities in how taxonomically diverse animals respond to competition and social instability (Nelson and Trainor, 2007).
In many species, testosterone (T) is a potent hormonal mediator in responding to social challenges, such as territorial intrusions from conspeciﬁcs. Wingﬁeld and colleagues originally proposed the Challenge
Hypothesis as a way to explain temporal variation in T and aggression
(Wingﬁeld et al., 1990). The Challenge Hypothesis posits that during
periods of social instability, T surges in males are correlated with the
expression of territorial aggression. T levels are predicted to return to
baseline because of trade-oﬀs imposed by the multitude of potential
costs of maintaining high T, including interference with paternal care,
increased predation, and impaired immune function (Wingﬁeld et al.,
2001). Originally explored in birds, there has been support for the
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induced androgen production may be to prepare animals for future
events. In the cichlid A. burtoni, social opportunity in the form of a
newly vacant territory leads to an increase in aggressive and reproductive behaviors within minutes. Within 20 min, there is an induction of immediate early gene expression in the gonadotropin-releasing hormone 1 (GnRH1) neurons that sit at the apex of the HPG
axis, and within 30 min there is an increase in levels of circulating
androgens (reviewed in Maruska and Fernald, 2013). GnRH1 neurons
show similar plasticity and social regulation across vertebrates
(Stevenson et al., 2012).
Although aggression is situationally ﬂexible, levels of aggression are
often consistent across diﬀerent contexts within individuals, e.g. aggression directed at same- vs. opposite-sex conspeciﬁcs (Cain et al.,
2011) and nest defense and male-male competition (Duckworth, 2006).
Furthermore, research examining behavioral syndromes has also demonstrated that individuals often exhibit consistent levels of boldness,
aggression, sociability, and exploratory behavior across contexts (Sih
et al., 2004; Reale et al., 2007; Biro and Stamps, 2008), and that behavioral tendencies associated with diﬀerent ecological tasks are often
correlated (Sih et al., 2004; Sih and Bell, 2008). This phenotypic integration limits behavioral plasticity and can impose ﬁtness costs
(Duckworth, 2006). Due to the trade-oﬀ between the expression of
aggression and paternal care, one of the original predictions of the
Challenge Hypothesis was that both baseline androgen levels and socially-stimulated androgen levels should vary with mating strategy and
paternal care: during the breeding season, monogamous males that
exhibit a high degree of paternal care are predicted to maintain low
baseline androgen and elevate androgen levels in response to social
challenges, while polygynous males with little paternal care are predicted to maintain relatively high androgen levels regardless of social
challenges (Wingﬁeld et al., 1990). Among avian species, metanalyses
suggest that mating system indeed mediates challenge-induced androgen levels, with monogamous species exhibiting higher levels of
androgen responsiveness (Hirschenhauser et al., 2003). However, even
among species of birds with similar life histories, there is variation both
in challenge-induced androgen elevation and in the degree to which
androgens mediate territorial aggression (Apfelbeck et al., 2017).
Across vertebrates more broadly, neither mating system nor paternal
care consistently predict baseline or challenge-induced androgen levels
(Hirschenhauser and Oliveira, 2006).
Both within and among taxa, there is considerable variation in the
hormonal control of aggression. While there are likely many environmental and social factors that contribute to variation in the mechanisms
of territorial aggression, species-speciﬁc diﬀerences in how territoriality evolved may have inﬂuenced how a primarily reproductive hormone such as T was (or was not) co-opted to modulate aggression
(Apfelbeck et al., 2017). While the Challenge Hypothesis has largely
been explored in territorial species, a few studies have focused on
gregarious species. For example, in the nonterritorial, gregarious zebraﬁsh, both winners and losers in staged ﬁghts exhibit an increase in
circulating androgens (Teles and Oliveira, 2016). Understanding the
mechanisms of aggression in nonterritorial species, and the mechanistic
connections between aggressive and prosocial/reproductive behaviors
could help elucidate the mechanisms that promote rapid responses to
social challenges across vertebrates.

Challenge Hypothesis across taxa (Oliveira et al., 2002; Wingﬁeld,
2017), including invertebrates (Tibbetts and Huang, 2010).
The Challenge Hypothesis has profoundly inﬂuenced how we think
about aggression and the mechanisms that allow for animals to exhibit
ﬂexible responses to social instability. In the decades since its introduction, the Challenge Hypothesis has provided a framework for
investigations into the social modulation of androgen production (e.g.,
Oliveira, 2004), behavioral and life-history trade-oﬀs (e.g., Hau, 2007),
and neurosteroidogenesis (e.g., Pradhan et al., 2010). Importantly, it
appears that there is considerable variation among species in the endocrine control of territorial aggression. For example, simulated territorial intrusions do not consistently induce an elevation in T (Goymann
et al., 2007) and T surges do not always increase aggression (Hau, 2007;
Goymann et al., 2015).
In order to understand how animals mount rapid, context-appropriate responses to social challenges, it may be necessary to look beyond a single hormone. Oﬀensive and defensive responses to social
instability are a consequence of reciprocal interactions between an individual's genotype, phenotype, and environment. Multiple peripheral
and central systems are involved in the detection and processing of
environmental stimuli, and in coordinating appropriate behavioral
output. Drawing on perspectives from social and systems neuroscience,
we explore how social context, behavioral phenotype, and the neural
systems that modulate (and are regulated by) behavior contribute to
organizing rapid responses to social challenges.
2. Characterizing social interactions
2.1. Deﬁning aggression
Broadly deﬁned, aggression is an overt behavior or signal of imminent behavior with the capacity to inﬂict physical harm on another
individual (Nelson, 2006). Early ethologists classiﬁed aggression into
three distinct categories: prey-directed, predator-directed, and conspeciﬁc-directed (Lorenz, 1966). In deference to the very diﬀerent
functions of heterospeciﬁc- and conspeciﬁc-directed aggression, others
have oﬀered more restrictive deﬁnitions that limit aggression to social
behaviors directed at conspeciﬁcs (Moyer, 1968; Nelson, 2006). Although aggressive behavior may yield competitive advantages in terms
of obtaining or defending resources, there are steep costs in terms of
time, energy, and risk of injury (Nelson, 2006). Given these costs and
beneﬁts, there are profound ﬁtness consequences to expressing the
appropriate level of aggression at the appropriate time.
While we will limit our discussion of aggression to agonistic interactions with conspeciﬁcs, it is important to consider that in behaving
animals, aggression is intertwined with other social behaviors. Because
animals rapidly transition between diﬀerent/opposing social behaviors,
a full understanding of how and why animals respond aggressively
requires considering the broader social context.
2.2. Aggression – social context and species-typical behavior
Across taxa, animals experience similar kinds of challenges and
opportunities (e.g. resource defense, reproduction) (O'Connell and
Hofmann, 2011). Identical stimuli induce a variety of responses depending on the social/environmental context, or an animal's internal
physiological state. The Challenge Hypothesis focuses on aggression
during periods of social instability, such as during the establishment of
territories. During periods of social instability, the potential payoﬀ of
engaging in conﬂict is higher – animals have the potential to acquire
resources (i.e., access to mates, territory, sustenance, dominance rank).
In addition to inducing overt aggression, social challenges can lead to a
suite of physiological changes that appear to be adaptive under conditions of continued social instability (Rosvall and Peterson, 2014).
Indeed because of the time delay between socially-induced HPG axis
activation and increases in plasma T, a primary function of socially-

2.3. Aggression and prosociality – a continuum?
Maximizing ﬁtness requires that any aggressive behavior be ﬁnetuned and sensitive to context-appropriate stimuli. Generally, exhibiting overt aggression toward oﬀspring or mates would clearly have
grave ﬁtness consequences (however, some aggression may be adaptive
such as parental aggression toward oﬀspring, which serves to reduce
feeding demands on parents, minimize sibling competition, and to encourage oﬀspring independence around weaning (Leonard et al., 1988;
Vergara et al., 2010; Negayama, 2011)). Theoretically, prosocial
2
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promote prosocial behavior in a reproductive context. Unfortunately, to
our knowledge it remains unknown whether or not V1aRs in the ventral-striato pallidum also modulate aggression (i.e., most studies examining V1aRs in this area do not test aggression). The ventral-striato
pallidum is part of a neural ‘pairbonding circuit,’ which has been studied extensively in prairie voles (Young and Wang, 2004; Young et al.,
2008; Young et al., 2011). All nodes within this circuit promote pairbonding, many contain nonapeptide receptors, and depending on the
species, at least one region (the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, PVN) contains nonapeptide-producing neurons. Similar to
ﬁndings from assessment of V1aRs in the ventral-striato pallidum,
blockade of OTRs in a key node of the pairbonding circuit, the nucleus
accumbens (NAcc), prevents pairbonding, and overexpression of OTRs
in this region facilitates pairbonding in female prairie voles (Liu and
Wang, 2003; Ross et al., 2009). Again, OT in the NAcc has not been
implicated in aggression. Interestingly, though, upregulation of dopamine receptors in the NAcc is critical for pairbond maintenance by
mediating aggression toward opposite-sex strangers (Resendez and
Aragona, 2013). In the quest to understand the neural circuitry underlying pairbonding, studies have utilized experimental designs that,
as expected, assess pairbond formation; however, most of these studies
do not directly test aggression. Yet, it is feasible that nonapeptides
within the pairbonding circuit may also modulate aggression in certain
contexts, either via titration of up or down regulation of protein
synthesis or neural activity or via diﬀerential axonal targeting (for
peptide-producing neurons). Previous studies have demonstrated behaviorally complex, multi-functional properties of nonapeptide neurons. For example, PVN VP neurons in female ﬁnches promote aﬃliation with same-sex conspeciﬁcs, while also promoting aggression with
opposite-sex conspeciﬁcs (Kelly and Goodson, 2014a). Such studies
highlight nonapeptide neural sensitivity to social context, and support
the hypothesis that the mechanisms underlying prosocial behavior and
aggression may be heavily intertwined.
In addition to examining nonapeptide-mediated bonding, some
studies have directly investigated the role of nonapeptides in aggression. An elegant series of studies examining VP in the anterior hypothalamus (AH; not part of the pairbonding circuit) teases apart the
mechanisms underlying the classic selective aggression toward novel
females that is associated with pairbonding in male prairie voles.
Microdialysis revealed high levels of AH VP when pairbonded males
exhibit aggressive behavior toward a novel female and low levels of AH
VP when pairbonded males exhibit aﬃliation with their partner.
Interestingly, this natural pattern of selective aggression can be reversed, such that blockade of V1aRs in the AH abolishes aggression and
facilitates aﬃliation toward a novel female (Gobrogge et al., 2017).
Furthermore, viral overexpression of V1aR in the AH induces selective
aggression in sexually naïve males and increases selective aggression in
pairbonded males toward novel females, further highlighting a critical
role of AH VP in aggression in a reproductive context (Gobrogge et al.,
2009). Interestingly, though, a recent study found no correlation between AH VP neural activity and aggression (or prosocial behavior) in
sexually naïve, male prairie voles that were assessed in a non-reproductive social context, stressing the importance of social context in
the modulation of aggression (Kelly et al., 2018). Furthermore, studies
in Syrian hamsters illustrate the importance of photoperiodic context
on nonapeptide-mediated aggression, such that activation of AH V1aRs
in male hamsters facilitates overt aggression, whereas blockade suppresses aggression, but only in animals housed on long ‘summer-like’
photoperiods. AH VP has no eﬀects on aggression in males housed on
short ‘winter-like’ photoperiods that exhibit sexual quiescence and have
regressed gonads, suggesting that AH VP may be functionally sensitive
to sex steroids (Caldwell and Albers, 2004; Albers, 2012).
The AH has also been identiﬁed as a neural hotspot for neuropeptide-mediated territorial aggression in birds (Kingsbury and Wilson,
2016). Territorial aggression positively correlates with AH VIP-ir cell
number in emberizid sparrows (Goodson et al., 2012b), and knockdown

behavior, deﬁned as aﬃliative interactions with conspeciﬁcs, and aggression cannot be exhibited at exactly the same time by a single individual. Thus, we have previously proposed that aggression and prosocial behavior, seemingly discrete behaviors, may be two sides of the
same coin, operating along a sliding scale of a mechanistic continuum
(Kelly and Vitousek, 2017).
Since the Challenge Hypothesis was proposed, many discoveries
from the ﬁelds of neuroscience and behavioral neuroendocrinology
have elucidated how the brain contributes to behaviors like aggression
(Albers, 2012; Rosell and Siever, 2015). Because prosocial behavior
mechanisms may be intricately tied to mechanisms of aggression, below
we discuss how commonly studied social neural systems also modulate
aggression and consider how these neural systems may interact to
produce rapid responses to social challenges.
3. Neural mechanisms of prosociality and aggression
3.1. Neuropeptides
Neuropeptides are arguably the most commonly studied neurochemicals involved in the modulation of prosocial behavior – particularly bonding. Social behavioral functions have been described in detail
for the neurohypophyseal nonapeptides (mammalian homologues: vasopressin, VP; oxytocin, OT), and to a lesser degree, for vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP). The nonapeptides are strongly evolutionarily
conserved, and all jawed vertebrates possess a single form of VP and a
single form of OT (Acher and Chauvet, 1995; Acher et al., 1995; Hoyle,
1998). The most common vertebrate forms of VP include VP in mammals and vasotocin in non-mammalian species (Acher and Chauvet,
1995; Hoyle, 1998). The OT lineage consists of OT in mammals, isotocin in bony ﬁsh, and mesotocin in lobe-ﬁnned ﬁsh, most amphibians,
birds, reptiles, and some marsupials (Hoyle, 1998; Lee et al., 2011).
Given the structural and functional similarities across species, following
precedence, and for ease of communication, here we will refer to all
nonapeptide forms using the mammalian nomenclature (Kelly and
Goodson, 2014b). VP and OT are important for regulating autonomic
functions such as energy metabolism, smooth muscle functions, hydromineral balance, and cardiovascular tone (Engelmann et al., 2004;
Goodson et al., 2005). They also modulate numerous behaviors including aggression, aﬃliation, parental care, social communication,
and anxiety-like behavior (Donaldson and Young, 2008; Goodson and
Thompson, 2010; Albers, 2012). VIP is best known as the major regulator of prolactin, which is a crucial hormone for various reproductive
behaviors, however, recent studies have demonstrated a primary role
for VIP in modulating aﬃliation, aggression, and parental care
(Goodson et al., 2012a; Kingsbury et al., 2015; Kingsbury and Wilson,
2016; Wilson et al., 2016).
3.2. Neuropeptide-mediated social behavior and aggression
The nonapeptides promote both reproductive (i.e., bonding between
mates and/or oﬀspring) and non-reproductive aﬃliation (sociality; i.e.,
same-sex prosocial behavior). The majority of studies examining nonapeptide-mediated social behavior and aggression are conducted in a
reproductive context and examine the nonapeptide receptors – VP 1a
receptors (V1aRs) and OT receptors (OTRs). Perhaps most famously,
anatomical comparisons between species exhibiting diﬀerent mating
systems have revealed that monogamous species (e.g., prairie voles,
California mice, and marmosets) have high densities of V1aRs in the
ventral-striato pallidum, whereas their promiscuous relatives (e.g.,
meadow voles, white-footed mice, and rhesus macaques) have fewer
V1aRs in this region (Young, 1999; Young et al., 2001). In addition,
viral overexpression of V1aR in the ventral-striato pallidum facilitates
pairbonds (Pitkow et al., 2001), whereas viral down-regulation of V1aR
in this region impairs pairbonds in male prairie voles (Barrett et al.,
2013), demonstrating that VP receptors in the ventral-striato pallidum
3
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facilitate aggression. Further analyses and discussion revealed a complex relationship between stress responsivity and OT eﬀects on aggression (Goodson et al., 2015). Together with the ﬁndings on selected
anxiety line inﬂuences on OT-mediated maternal aggression in rats,
these studies suggest that aggressive functions of OT are strongly inﬂuenced by systems that modulate anxiety-like behavior and stress.
Indeed, studies in humans support this and ﬁnd opposing eﬀects of
synthetic OT on social and antisocial behaviors depending on sex, social
context, perceived stress, and the mental health of participants (Bartz
et al., 2011; Guastella and Hickie, 2016).
In summary, these studies demonstrate roles for OT and VP systems
in both prosocial behavior and aggression, and reveal site- and contextspeciﬁcity, species diﬀerences, and complex relationships with steroids
and systems modulating stress.

of AH VIP via antisense oligonucleotides reduces resident-intruder aggression in violet eared waxbills and nest defense aggression in zebra
ﬁnches. Interestingly, knockdown of AH VIP has no eﬀect on social
preferences, courtship, pairbonding, maintenance behaviors, or anxiety-like behavior, suggesting a unique identiﬁcation of an aggressionspeciﬁc cell type in the brain (Goodson et al., 2012a).
Perhaps the nonapeptide cell group that has been most thoroughly
studied for both reproductive and non-reproductive aﬃliation is that of
the VP cell population in the medial bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
(BSTm). The BSTm is part of the medial extended amygdala and contains VP producing neurons in birds, reptiles, amphibians, and mammals, and also OT producing neurons in some mammals (e.g., prairie
voles, rats, mice, tree shrews, common marmosets) (Wang et al., 1997;
Moore and Lowry, 1998; Rood and De Vries, 2011; Knobloch and
Grinevich, 2014; Ni et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2017). The BSTm VP cell
group sends axonal projections throughout the brain, but primarily to
the lateral septum (LS), which contains VP and OT receptors (Kelly
et al., 2011). Antisense oligonucleotide knockdown of BSTm VP production decreases sociality and increases aggression in male ﬁnches
(Kelly et al., 2011; Kelly and Goodson, 2013). In addition, BSTm VP
neural activity positively correlates with prosocial same-sex interactions and negatively correlates with aggressive interactions in male
chickens, mice, and prairie voles (Ho et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2011; Kelly
et al., 2018). Furthermore, microdialysis studies revealed that VP release in the BST of rats negatively correlates with intermale aggression
(Veenema et al., 2010). Together, these studies demonstrate conserved
prosocial and anti-aggressive functions of the BSTm VP cell group for
males. This may extend to BSTm VP circuitry projecting to the LS given
that more social species of estrildid ﬁnches have more nonapeptide
receptors in the LS compared to territorial species (Goodson et al.,
2009), and blockade of VP receptors in the LS reduces sociality and
facilitates aggression in ﬁnches and sparrows (Goodson, 1998a;
Goodson et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2011). Interestingly, these studies
suggest a relatively straightforward neural titration of prosocial and
aggressive behavior by BSTm VP neurons. Activity of these neurons
relates to prosocial behavior and aggression in an opposite-manner, and
in all of these studies, manipulation of this cell group inﬂuences both
behaviors. Such functional properties may make the BSTm VP cell
group an excellent candidate for probing rapid responses to social
challenges, allowing us to identify a mechanism that may underlie the
rapid changes in behavior often associated with a social challenge, such
as an animal positively aﬃliating with an individual one moment and
then rapidly, aggressively chasing an intruder the next moment. This
will be discussed further below.
Remarkably few data are available on OT and OTRs in aggression,
and data that do exist provide mixed results, suggesting a complex relationship between OT and aggression (Goodson et al., 2015; de Jong
and Neumann, 2018). OT is overwhelmingly viewed as being a prosocial hormone (but see Beery, 2015). Central OT promotes social approach in ﬁsh (Thompson and Walton, 2004), ﬂocking in ﬁnches and
sparrows (Goodson et al., 2009; Goodson et al., 2012b; Kelly and
Goodson, 2014a), pairbonding in ﬁnches and voles (Young et al., 2011;
Klatt and Goodson, 2013; Kelly and Goodson, 2014a), and parent-oﬀspring bonds (Nagasawa et al., 2012; Yoshihara et al., 2018). However,
OT also facilitates maternal aggression (Bosch, 2013), although OT
eﬀects on maternal aggression are dependent on the selected anxiety
line of rats (Bosch and Neumann, 2012). Extremely few studies have
examined the role of OT in adult, same-sex oﬀensive aggression. A
study in female Syrian hamsters demonstrated an anti-aggressive role of
OT, such that OT infusion into the preoptic area-AH decreases aggression in a resident-intruder paradigm, whereas OTR antagonism facilitates aggression (Harmon et al., 2002). Consistent with this ﬁnding in
hamsters, a study in territorial waxbills found that OT neural activity in
several brain regions (including the AH) negatively correlates with
aggression. However, in this same study, peripheral antagonism of
OTRs reduced aggression, suggesting that activation of OTRs can

3.3. Neurosteroids
Although the Challenge Hypothesis explored peripherally circulating T in relation to behavior, steroid hormones are synthesized not
only by peripheral glands (i.e., gonads, adrenal, placenta), but are also
produced de novo in the brain (i.e., neurosteroids) (Baulieu, 1980,
1991). De novo synthesis of neurosteroids from cholesterol in the brain
appears to be conserved across vertebrate species and has been demonstrated in mammals, birds, amphibians, and ﬁsh (Baulieu, 1997;
Tsutsui et al., 2000; Mellon and Vaudry, 2001; Tsutsui et al., 2006). The
brain possesses several steroidogenic enzymes that produce pregnenolone, pregnenolone sulfate, 7α-hydroxypregnenolone, dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), progesterone, corticosterone, allopregnanolone
(Allo) or epipregnanolone (only birds), androstenedione (AE), T, and
estradiol-17β (E2) from cholesterol (Tsutsui and Haraguchi, 2016).
Neurosteroids have numerous biological functions and are modulators
of neurogenesis and neuronal survival (Charalampopoulos et al., 2008).
They are also involved in the control of neuroendocrine, behavioral,
and metabolic processes, such as ingestion, sleep, blood pressure, stress,
cognition, anxiety, sexual behavior, and aggression (Engel and Grant,
2001; Do Rego et al., 2009; Frye, 2009; Tsutsui et al., 2013). Social
behavioral functions of neurosteroids are, somewhat surprisingly, still
relatively understudied (Soma et al., 2008; Balthazart, 2010), particularly compared to eﬀects of gonadal steroids on behavior (for reviews,
see Soma et al., 2008; Wingﬁeld et al., 2018). The roles of centrally
produced steroids in social and aggressive behavior are best known for
E2, DHEA, and Allo.
3.4. Neurosteroid-mediated social behavior and aggression
The majority of research examining the role of neurosteroids in
aggression comes from studies in mammals that use drugs that speciﬁcally manipulate neurosteroid concentrations (Frye, 2009; Pinna and
Rasmusson, 2012). An early study in male mice showed that social
isolation decreases Allo in the brain (primarily in the olfactory bulb)
and is associated with an increase in aggression (Matsumoto et al.,
1996). Subsequent studies found that administration of ﬂuoxetine (a
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor) normalizes both pharmacologically-induced and social isolation-induced down-regulated Allo and
reduces aggression in male and female mice (Pinna et al., 2003; Pinna
et al., 2005). Together, these studies suggest an important role for Allo
in the brain in the suppression of aggressive behavior. Research on
neurosteroid-mediated behavior in mammals has heavily focused on
providing translational insight into disorders such as PTSD, steroidabuse, depression, and anxiety (Frye, 2009; Pinna and Rasmusson,
2012; Locci and Pinna, 2018), and as a consequence, social behavior
has not been a focus of these studies. However, of particular interest
from the early studies in mice is that social context regulates neurosteroid biosynthesis (i.e., social isolation decreases Allo (Matsumoto
et al., 1996)). Studies in zebra ﬁnches have also demonstrated social
regulation of neurosteroids. For example, microdialysis in male zebra
4
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ﬁnches revealed an increase in forebrain E2 levels during social interactions with a female, and an increase in E2 and a decrease in T levels in
auditory regions when exposed to another male's song (Remage-Healey
et al., 2008). Further studies in ﬁnches have resulted in an extensive
body of work that detail how neuroestrogens rapidly shape auditory
neural circuits and mediate sensory plasticity, communication, and
vocal learning (Vahaba and Remage-Healey, 2018).
Of particular relevance to the Challenge Hypothesis, early studies
examining eﬀects of seasonality on neurosteroid actions questioned a
role for neurosteroids in modulating aggression outside of the breeding
season. After all, despite systemic T levels being very low when seasonally breeding animals are in non-reproductive condition (Wingﬁeld
and Hahn, 1994), aggression is still capable of being displayed, and
thus, must be mediated by mechanisms other than gonadal steroids. In
the non-breeding season, E2 administration increases aggression in resident-intruder tests in male song sparrows and male California mice
(Trainor et al., 2007; Heimovics et al., 2015a). In the study on sparrows, administration of E2 was delivered via ingestion of moth larvae,
and in the study on mice, E2 was injected subcutaneously, so, in the
strictest sense, although the rapid eﬀects on aggression (observed
within 20 min or less of administration) were likely the result of indirect rapid actions within the brain, technically, these actions are not
the result of steroids synthesized in the brain, and thus cannot be attributed to neurosteroid eﬀects on behavior (Soma et al., 2008). These
examples highlight that it is diﬃcult to tease apart steroid vs. neurosteroid eﬀects on behavior. However, a subsequent study in songbirds
revealed that aggression in response to a stimulated territorial intrusion
rapidly increases androgen synthesis in the brain during the nonbreeding season. In this study, Pradhan et al. found that the enzyme 3βhydroxysteroid dehydrogenase/Δ5-Δ4 isomerase (3β-HSD), which
converts DHEA to AE, exhibits higher activity in the non-breeding
season and also increases activity in response to a social challenge in
several brain regions, including the ventromedial telencephalon (i.e.,
contains the avian medial amygdala) (Pradhan et al., 2010). This was a
crucial study that elucidated a novel mechanism for the regulation of
aggression based on androgens synthesized in the brain, and also demonstrated that neurosteroid activity can be acutely regulated by the
social environment (Balthazart, 2010).
Although the study of neurosteroid-mediated social and aggressive
behavior is still in relatively early stages (at least for the non-pharmacological study of natural behavior), this body of work demonstrates
the involvement of neurosteroids in aggression (particularly DHEA and
Allo) and suggests possible roles of estrogen-mediated social behavior.
There remains much to understand about how neurosteroids may
modulate social behaviors such as social preferences, grouping, and
general prosocial contact.

in close proximity for receptor binding, neurosteroids are more likely
than systemic steroids to operate via rapid, non-genomic mechanisms
(Schmidt et al., 2008; Heimovics et al., 2015b). This suggests that
neurosteroids may be particularly important in the modulation of rapid
behavioral responses to social challenges.
It has become quite common to read about ‘rapid eﬀects of steroids.’
But can neuropeptides exhibit rapid eﬀects on behavior as neurosteroids can? The nonapeptides exhibit complex signaling properties, including volumetric release from dendrites, axons, and soma (Landgraf
and Neumann, 2004; Ludwig and Leng, 2006). Volumetric release from
dendrites and soma allow for large quantities of peptides to travel to
distal sites in the brain, representing nonapeptide actions that occur in a
diﬀusive, slow, and global manner (Ludwig et al., 1994; Ludwig, 1998).
Although most studies typically examine how nonapeptides maintain
stable characteristics of behavioral phenotype, nonapeptides also exhibit targeted axonal, fast actions, allowing for the ability to execute
distinct, rapid responses to external stimuli (Stoop, 2012; Kelly and
Vitousek, 2017). Numerous studies have shown that nonapeptides can
alter behavior on relatively fast timescales. For example, peripheral
injection of VP alters calling behavior in frogs within 30 min (Kime
et al., 2007), central infusion of VP into the LS induces decreases in
aggression in waxbills within 5 min (Goodson, 1998b), and central infusion of VP into the AH increases ﬂank marking in hamsters within
5 min (Ferris et al., 1984). Furthermore, optogenetic studies have demonstrated rapid actions of nonapeptide stimulation on unprecedented
timescales. For example, optogenetically stimulating OT release from
hypothalamic neurons projecting to the central amygdala robustly decreases freezing responses in fear conditioned rats, and the onset of the
freezing behavior is observed as quickly as 2 s after 20 s of blue light
(BL) stimulation, with an average onset time of 21.5 ± 9.7 s after BL
stimulation. Furthermore, freezing behavior returns after 70 ± 21 s
upon termination of the 20 s BL stimulation (Knobloch et al., 2012).
This study provides a clear demonstration of the ability for OT to have
rapid eﬀects on behavior, and similar rapid actions are expected of VP
(Stoop, 2012, 2014).
Taken together, both neurosteroids and nonapeptides exhibit physiological properties that allow for rapid eﬀects on behavior. Thus, they
are not only capable of, but are most likely involved in modulating
rapid behavioral responses to social challenges.
4. Integrating systems in the brain
4.1. Neuropeptide–neurosteroid interactions
Given that neuropeptides and neurosteroids both modulate social
and aggressive behaviors, and are both capable of rapidly modulating
behavior, the question arises as to whether these systems interact in the
brain to produce behavior in a context-appropriate manner. Recent
studies have shown that neurosteroid biosynthesis is ﬁnely regulated by
neurotransmitters such as glutamate and GABA, and of particular interest here, also by VP and OT (in frogs and birds; Do Rego et al., 2009).
In birds, hypothalamic and extra-hypothalamic AROM-containing cell
bodies that are responsible for the production of neuroestrogens are
innervated by VPergic ﬁbers (Viglietti-Panzica et al., 1994; Balthazart,
1997). In frogs, neurons expressing 3β-HSD, which converts DHEA to
AE, appear to be contacted by VP- and OT-positive ﬁbers (Do-Rego
et al., 2006). Importantly, stimulating VP and OT increases neurosteroid production, and this production is suppressed by a 3β-HSD inhibitor, providing evidence that VP activates neurons that express
steroidogenic enzymes (Do-Rego et al., 2006; Do Rego et al., 2009).
Just as neuropeptides regulate neurosteroids, the opposite is also
true. In vitro studies in rat hypothalamic VP and OT neurons and dissociated axon terminals demonstrated that OT release is modulated by
Allo, progesterone, and 17β-estradiol, whereas VP release is modulated
by Allo (Widmer et al., 2003). Together these studies provide evidence
of nonapeptide-neurosteroid interactions, however, the consequences

3.5. Rapid eﬀects
Neurosteroids may act via genomic (‘nuclear initiated’) and nongenomic (‘membrane initiated’) mechanisms on neural circuits to regulate behavior. Operating via non-genomic mechanisms, neurosteroids
can have more immediate, rapid-signaling eﬀects than steroids secreted
by peripheral glands that act through classic nuclear steroid receptors
(Simon, 2002; Frye, 2009). Rapid eﬀects on physiology and behavior
have been demonstrated for all major classes of steroids, but are best
described for E2 (Wendler et al., 2010; Heimovics et al., 2015b). Because of rapid, large ﬂuctuations in local neurosteroid concentration
and the presence of steroidogenic enzymes at presynaptic boutons,
several researchers propose that neurally-synthesized steroids, particularly E2, may act more like neuromodulators and neurotransmitters
than classic hormones (Balthazart et al., 2006; Saldanha et al., 2011;
Remage-Healey, 2014). Several studies have shown that brain estrogens
can have rapid actions on neuronal excitability within seconds to
minutes of treatment (Saldanha et al., 2011). Given that neurosteroids
can be synthesized quickly, can reach high local concentrations, and are
5
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behavioral responses to social challenges. We hypothesize that brain
androgens are converted via AROM within BSTm VP neurons, which
then have rapid estrogenic eﬀects on BSTm VP release, such that estrogens may suppress VP release to cause a decrease in prosociality in
order to allow for a rapid increase in aggression. For seasonal breeders,
this may serve as a mechanism to rapidly modulate aggression outside
the breeding season when it is better to avoid the cost of high levels of
systemic T.

of such interactions on aggression and social behavior remain to explored.
4.2. A candidate region for examining neuropeptide–neurosteroid
interactions on responses to social challenges
Can neurosteroids rapidly modulate nonapeptide-mediated aggression and/or social behavior? As discussed above, the nonapeptides can
act as neuromodulators (Stoop, 2012), and optogenetic stimulation of
nonapeptide neurons can result in behavioral changes in less than 30 s
(Knobloch et al., 2012). Given the potential for rapid eﬀects of nonapeptides on behavior, it is worth considering whether neurosteroids
can regulate nonapeptide neuromodulation of behavior.
Earlier we discussed behavioral functions of nonapeptide cell
groups. Although OT has earned a reputation for being primarily prosocial (Neumann, 2008; Carter and Porges, 2013; Bosch and Young,
2018) and VP is largely thought of as being pro-aggression (Ferris,
2005; Albers, 2012), the manner in which nonapeptides aﬀect social
and aggressive behavior is complex. Numerous studies have indeed
associated VP with aggression, such as selective aggression in pairbonded prairie voles (Gobrogge et al., 2007), ﬂank marking in hamsters
(Ferris et al., 1984), and agonistic calling in frogs (Ten Eyck and ul Haq,
2012). However, studies have also demonstrated pro-social functions of
VP, such that VP injections reduce aggressive interactions in pupﬁsh
(Lema and Nevitt, 2004) and in territorial lizards (Dunham and
Wilczynski, 2014), and blockade of VP receptors reduces gregariousness
in ﬁnches (Kelly et al., 2011). Studies also show that VP can exert prosocial or pro-aggressive behavior depending on social context, as well
as the sex and social status of the animal (Semsar et al., 2001;
Bredewold et al., 2014). Importantly, behavioral eﬀects of nonapeptides also strongly depend on the site of action and the source of peptide
(Kelly and Goodson, 2014b).
Of particular interest here is the VP cell group of the BSTm. Several
studies have suggested prosocial and anti-aggressive functions of the
BSTm VP neuronal population. For example, mice selected for low
aggression have more BSTm VP neurons than mice selected for high
aggression (Compaan et al., 1993), and VP-ir ﬁbers in brain regions
highly innervated by the BSTm (e.g., the LS) negatively correlate with
aggression in rats (Everts et al., 1997). In addition, we previously demonstrated that the BSTm VP cell group directly promotes sociality and
inhibits aggression in opportunistic ﬁnches (Kelly et al., 2011; Kelly and
Goodson, 2013). Furthermore, neural activity in this cell group positively correlates with prosocial behavior and negatively correlates with
aggression in several species, including mice, chickens, and prairie
voles (Ho et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2018). Interestingly,
the BSTm VP cell group represents one of the most phylogenetically
widespread sex diﬀerences in the vertebrate brain, with males having
signiﬁcantly more neurons than females (De Vries and Panzica, 2006;
Kelly and Goodson, 2013). Studies have shown that in seasonally
breeding species, the BSTm VP cell group is strongly sensitive to sex
steroids, such that this cell group decreases in size outside of the
breeding season (De Vries and Buijs, 1983; De Vries and Panzica, 2006;
Goodson et al., 2012b). However, even taking seasonal plasticity of
BSTm VP into consideration (i.e., when this population is reduced in
size), greater numbers of BSTm VP cells still negatively correlate with
aggression and positively correlate with prosociality outside of the
breeding season, implying functional consistency regardless of high or
low levels of circulating steroids (Goodson et al., 2012b). Importantly,
together these studies set a precedent that the BSTm VP neuronal population is sensitive to steroids. But is the BSTm VP cell group sensitive
to neurosteroids? Interestingly, AROM colocalizes within the cell body
of BSTm VP neurons in zebra ﬁnches (Kabelik et al., 2009), suggesting
that neurosteroids may indeed be capable of regulating BSTm VP release on rapid timescales. Thus, we think that the BSTm VP cell group
represents an excellent candidate for early studies to probe the potential
for neurosteroid-nonapeptide interactions in the modulation of rapid

4.3. An emerging frontier
A few studies have examined the eﬀects of gonadal steroids on VPmediated aggression and social recognition (Delville et al., 1996;
Thompson and Moore, 2003; Bolborea et al., 2010; Bychowski et al.,
2013), however, to our knowledge, how neurosteroids inﬂuence nonapeptide-mediated behavior remains an open question. In order to
elucidate neurosteroid-neuropeptide interactive eﬀects on behavior, we
must ﬁrst identify colocalization sites within the brain. Nonapeptide
distributions (as well as other neuropeptides, such as VIP and galanin
(Joo et al., 2004; Kuteeva et al., 2004)) have been well-characterized in
numerous species (Goodson et al., 2003; Goodson and Thompson, 2010;
Rood and De Vries, 2011; Ni et al., 2014). Similarly, steroidogenic
enzymes and androgen and estrogen receptors have been characterized
for several species (Tsutsui et al., 2006; Do Rego et al., 2009; Pang
et al., 2013). However, few studies have sought to characterize colocalization of neuropeptides (e.g., peptide-producing neurons and receptors) with steroidogenic enzymes and steroid receptors – a necessary
step in determining how neurosteroid-neuropeptide interactions may
aﬀect behavior.
Some studies have shown that GPR30, a g-protein coupled estrogen
receptor, colocalizes with OT within the same neurons in the preoptic
area of ﬁsh (Mangiamele et al., 2017), and the hypothalamus of rats
and mice (Sakamoto et al., 2007; Hazell et al., 2009). AROM colocalizes
with VP within the same neurons in hypothalamic populations as well
as the BSTm in birds (Balthazart, 1997; Balthazart et al., 2006; Kabelik
et al., 2009), and progestin receptors colocalize with VP within the
same neurons in the BSTm and centromedial amygdala of rats (Auger
and De Vries, 2002). Given this colocalization within nonapeptide
neuronal populations that are known to modulate social and aggressive
behavior, these studies provide an excellent starting point for future
research seeking to understand the consequences of nonapeptide-neurosteroid interactions on behavior.
Other considerations for future studies may include examination of
diﬀerences in neuroplasticity of neurosteroid and neuropeptide systems. For example, will neuropeptide populations that exhibit seasonal
plasticity be more or less sensitive to modulation via neurosteroids or
systemic steroids? Do neurosteroids exhibit functional and/or anatomical seasonal plasticity? What are the timescales in which neuropeptides can regulate neurosteroids, vice versa, and are there site-speciﬁc
diﬀerences? Do neurosteroid-neuropeptide interactions diﬀerentially
titrate social context in both reproductive and non-reproductive conditions? Lastly, and not considered lightly (or easily), moving further
toward an integrated systems neuroscience understanding of behavior,
how do neurotransmitters interact with these neural systems to modulate behavior? Seeking answers to such questions will likely prove to
open several new avenues of research that aim to contribute to our
understanding of the mechanisms of complex behaviors, and how animals are able to rapidly respond to changes in an ever-changing social
environment.
5. Conclusions
Exhibiting behavioral ﬂexibility in order to mount appropriate responses to an ever-changing environment is crucial to the survival of all
animals. In order for the brain and body to produce a context-appropriate and species-typical behavioral response, numerous peripheral
6
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and neural systems must be involved. With advancements in our understanding of neuroendocrine-mediated behavior and continuing advancements in technology, we can add to the foundation laid by numerous studies inspired by the Challenge Hypothesis to further
understand how animals are able to rapidly respond to environmental
changes, including social challenges. Given the importance of social
context in modulating steroid-mediated aggression, a fruitful next step
in elucidating the mechanisms of aggression is to examine how social
neural systems, such as the nonapeptide system, interact with steroids
in the brain to produce rapid responses to social challenges. Complex
behaviors are not the result of one mechanism or a single neural system,
but rather the result of neuromodulatory patterning across several integrated systems, and thus studies seeking to integrate multiple systems
hold great promise for expanding our knowledge of the mechanisms
underlying various behaviors, such as sociality and aggression.
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